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Chapterr 8 

Scalarr field dynamics using 
<I>-derivablee approx imat ions 

8.11 Introduction 

Mostt of this thesis has focused on applications of the classical approximation to out-
of-equilibriumm field dynamics (chapters 4. 5. 6). The argument for making this ap-
proximationn was that for the process under scrutiny, baryogenesis during tachyonic 
preheating,, the low-momentum modes which are relevant for the baryon number vi-
olatingg processes have very large occupation numbers. 

nfcc + l / 2 » l / 2 . (8.1) 

Inn this chapter we study an alternative description of out-of-equilibrium dynamics 
inn which equations of motion for quantum correlators are derived from a suitable 
quantumm effective action (the 2-PI effective action). The basic variables are now the 
onee and two point functions (mean field 0 and correlator G). which are in principle 
thee full non-perturbative dressed correlators. The derived equations are self-consistent 
andd include infinite loop resummations. 

Althoughh the approach is formally exact, practical calculations require us to trun-
catee an infinite expansion of diagrams, defining a truncated effective action. Taking 
thee (functional) derivative of the effective action provides the ^-derived equations 
off  motion. The formalism is closely related to truncations of the Schwinger-Dyson 
expansionn [182]. 

AA crucial feature of ^-derivable approximations is that the derived equations of motion 
conservee global symmetries and associated Noether currents in time. In particular 
thee energy is conserved. This is a useful feature when studying out-of-equilibrium 
processess where most other quantities like particle distribution functions evolve in a 
complicatedd way. The conservation of energy applies not only to the full effective 
action,, but to any level of truncation, as long as the energy functional is truncated at 
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Chapterr 8. ^-derivable approximations 

thee same order. 

Numericall  implementation of the formalism was introduced in [183] for thermalization 
off  scalar fields in 1 + 1 dimensions, and subsequent studies include [184. 156. 185. 186] 
inn 1 + 1. [187] in 2+1 and [180. 188] for fermions and scalars in 3+1 dimensions (see 
alsoo [186]). The process of resonant preheating was studied in [189]. Related works 
includee [66] for fermions in a classical background and [50. 190] for the lowest order 
(Hartree)) truncation in an inhomogeneous system in 1 + 1 dimensions. 

Afterr a brief introduction to the real-time formalism in statistical field theory (section 
8.2).. we shall be concerned with the process of thermalization in a pure scalar theory 
inn 3+1 dimensions with three- and four-point interactions (section 8.3). Apart from 
beingg interesting in its own right, it can be considered as a simple toy model for non-
abeliann gauge theories. Application of the present. 2PI formalism to gauge theories 
themselvess is not straightforward, since gauge invariance is not preserved in a general 
truncationn of the 2PI effective action [191]. We study a single real scalar field and 
usee a loop expansion of the 2PI effective action. The resulting numerical algorithm 
iss easily parallelizable for numerical computation. Results will be presented in the 
symmetricc phase 0 = 0 and in the broken phase of pure 04 theory, where we will 
makee a comparison between two different truncations. 

Inn section 8.4 we will study tachyonic preheating in an 0(4) model of scalar fields 
similarr to the complex Higgs doublet of the SM. In particular we will be interested 
inn comparing results from the ^-derivable equations to the classical approximation 
appliedd in chapters 4. 5, 6. It turns out that to cope with the large occupation 
numberss generated during preheating, the loop expansion becomes unreliable (and. 
indeed,, numerically unstable). This is resolved by using a different resummation of 
diagramss in an expansion in 1/JV with N the number of fields (here JV = 4). Numerical 
integrationn using this expansion is stable, but the algorithm is not as straightforwardly 
parallelizablee as for the loop expansion. 

8.22 Real t ime statistical field theory 

Thee state of a quantum system is determined by a density matrix p. Expectation 
valuess of Heisenberg operators O[0(x, t)]  are defined as: 

{0[4>{x.t)]){0[4>{x.t)])  =Z-1Tr[ /5C[0(x . t ) ] ]. (8.2) 

Thee partition function is given by 

ZZ = Tr[p}=Y,W\p\n). (8.3) 
n n 
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8.2.. Real time statistical field theory 

C, , 

c. . 

Figuree 8.1: The fields and currents live on a time contour in the complex plane. 

withh \n) a complete set of states. In the presence of currents one can define a gener-
atingg functional for the correlation functions, 

Z[J,C,p]Z[J,C,p] =Tr TTClCl exp \i I dt 

xTcxTc22 exp WW W 
ddssxJxJ11(x,t)<p(x,t)(x,t)<p(x,t) } ,3(0) 

d3xJ2(x, f)0(x, i ) ) (8.4) ) 

Thiss definition requires some explanation. The currents Ji.2 and fields are now defined 
inn 3+1 dimensional space, but with the time label t running from 0 to <max and back 
too 0 along the contour depicted in Fig. 8.1. Subscripts 1.2 denote whether a given 
timee label t is on the upper or lower branch. Time integrals are performed along the 
contourr with a sign, so for instance 

dtdtClCl -> dt, / dtC2 -> - / dt. (8.5) 
'oo Jo Jo Jo 

Timee ordering Tcx a is ordering along the contour. Z[J, C, p] is a generating functional 
forr correlation functions in the sense that 

SZ[J,C,p], SZ[J,C,p], 

iG(t.t'x.y) iG(t.t'x.y) 

0(x.t)) = 

1 1 

1 1 

Z[0,C,p]Z[0,C,p] SiJ!(x,t) 

ÖÖ2 2 

\j=o-\j=o- (8.6) ) 

Z[J.C, /5] | j=o-0(x. t )^(y ,O-- (8-7) 
Z[0Z[0ffC,p]öiJ(y,V)6iJ(x,t) C,p]öiJ(y,V)6iJ(x,t) 

Onee can introduce a path integral representation of the generating functional by 
insertingg complete sets of eigenstates of the field operator at time zero 

0(x,O)|0>=#x)|0),, (8.8) 
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Chapterr 8. $-derivable approximations 

too find 

Z[J.Z[J. C.p]= VolVo2 (oi | p(0) \o2) 

xx (Q2\TC2 exp < - i ƒ dt / d3x J2(-K.t) o(x.t 

x T C l e x p | ?// dt d3xJ1{x.t)ó{^t)\\^)i). (8.9) 

Thee second matrix element can be written as a path integral. 

(0(022\\  \0i) = IVo exp |z ( SC[<P]  + J©) } (8.10) ) 

where. . 

Sc[<f>]Sc[<f>]  + J<i>=  f dt I d:ix[C{0)(x.t) + J ! .2(x . t )0(x.O]. (8.11) 

withh £(<p) the Lagrangian density, and where we integrate along the contour C. Vo 
meanss that we sum over all field configurations1 <p(x. t) along the contour with bound-
aryy conditions 

<A(x,0!)) = (^i(x). 0(x,O2) = 02 (x), (8.12) 

wheree Oi is the start and 02 the end of the contour. We write 

Z[J.K,C.p]Z[J.K,C.p] = /z>0iZ>02{4>i|p(O)|02} 

xx mexpli(sc[4>}  + J0+-<pK(i)) I . (8.13) 

wheree we have generalized to include a two-point current / f(£.t ' ,x, y) which couples 
too two 0's. These can live on either branch of the contour. The definition of the 
generatingg functional includes the prescription of the contour. 
Inn equilibrium (at temperature X) the density matrix is given by 

p*exp{-H/T).p*exp{-H/T). (8.14) 

Thee first matrix element of eq. (8.9) can then be written as a path integral in ima-
ginaryy time on a contour from t— O2 to t — —id = —i/T. We will be interested in a 
generall  out-of-equilibrium situation, but with Gaussian initial density matrices 

1/0(0)102)) oc exp ƒƒ d3xRa{x)0a(x)+ / d3xd3y 0a{x)Rab(x,y)0b{y) (8.15) ) 

forr general Ra(x), i?at,(x.y). a.b = 1,2. summation over a, b implied. 

ll Wee use the same notation for fields on a time slice <XX) and fields in space time 0(x . i ). This 
shouldd not lead to any confusion. 
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8.2.. Real time statistical field theory 

8.2.11 1 and 2 Pi-effective action 

Givenn the generating functional Z[J,K.C.p] = Z[J.K], we can define an effective 
actionn in the same way as in zero temperature field theory. In the following we 
shalll  use a notation where x = (x, £), y = (y,t'), z = (z,£"), t, t', t" along the 
contour.. With only the one-point external current, we have the generating functional 
off  connected diagrams, 

W[J]W[J]  = -i\nZ[J], (8.16) 

fromm which we can find the mean field (f>. 

Wee can then define the effective action as the Legendre transform, 

T[4>]T[4>]  = W[J] - f éx J{x) 4>{x). (8.18) 

Itt is a functional of the mean field and we see that 

8<j){x) 8<j){x) 
==  -J(x). (8.19) 

Forr vanishing J, the mean field minimizes (or is at least an extremum of) the effective 
actionn functional. This equation can be seen as an equation of motion for the mean 
field.field. r[0] is the generating functional of one point irreducible diagrams and is known 
ass the 1PI effective action. 

Wee define the 2PI effective action in a similar way in terms of the generating functional 
withh two currents2: 

expp {  i W[J, K]}  = Z[Jt K] = (8.20) 

/ P 0 e x p |ii  (s[4>}+  f d4x4>(x)J(x) + ~ f dAxéy4>{x)K{x,y)<j){y)\ \ 

wheree W[J, K) is now a functional of the sources J(x) and K(x,y). We define the 
meann field and the connected propagator, 

- ,, SW[J,K] „fiWjJ.K]  - -

withh the notational convention that3 , 

ii  G{x, y) - {Tc<p{x)<f>{y))  - 4>{x) 4>(y) (8.22) 

2Thee initial conditions can be absorbed in the sources J and K 
3Noticee that the propagator is denned by j ^ - . We could also have defined it through  At 

thiss level they are equivalent, but once we truncate the effective action, they are no longer the same 
[182].. Then the proper definition is the one used to define the effective action through the Legendre 
transform.. This wil l be the former of the two. 
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Chapterr 8. ^-derivable approximations 

Wee can perform a Legendre transform to define the effective action in terms of o and 
G G 

T[o.T[o. G] = \V[J. K] - / d'x o(x) J(x) (8.23) 

-- l- j dlxdAyK{x.y) (iGU:y) + 6(x)ö(y)) 

andd in turn derive the equations satisfied by the objects o and G: 

SYlö.G] SYlö.G] 

do{x do{x 
J(x)-J(x)- / d+yK(x.!j)o(y). (8.24; 

oG(x.y)oG(x.y) 2 

InIn the case of vanishing sources J = K = 0. This simplifies to 

S=aa M.(1. „ 2 6) 

whichh serve as a set of coupled equations of motion for o and G. Having been formally 
derivedd from the full partition function Z[J. K}. at. this point the solutions é and G 
aree the fully dressed mean field and propagators respectively. 

Wee can consider solving for G given o. If G[o] is such a solution. 

SG[x~y)SG[x~y)lGlG== aa^-°-^-°- (8-27) 

then n 

r [ e . G [ 0 ] ] = I > ] .. (8.28) 

wheree T[o]  is the 1PI effective action. In a similar way we can define 3-. 4-. n- point 
irreduciblee effective actions to be functionals of 1-. 2-. 3-. 4-. n-point correlators, for 
whichh we can then derive equations of motion. Subsequently solving for the n-th 
orderr correlation function and inserting into the n-PI effective action functional, we 
recoverr the (n-l)-PI effective action as a functional of the remaining 1 (n-l)-point 
functions. . 

8.2.22 Equat ions of motion 

Thee 2PI effective action can be written in the form [192]: 

T[0.. G] = S0[ó]  + ^Tr lnG"1 + ?-Tr G^G - i$[0. G}. (8.29) 
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8.2.. Real time statistical field theory 

withh (for a scalar field theory) 

So[4>]=JdSo[4>]=Jdiixdxdii
ffii

22)(x.y)0(y).)(x.y)0(y). (8.30) 

Trr l n G - 1 = f d4xd4y \n{G-1){x.y)6{x - y). (8.31) 

T r G ö1 ^ ^^ d4xd4yG^1{x.y)G{y.x). (8.32) 

G»,"'»» £Si=(a !V l , i ») ''  (8-33) 
Thee functional 3>[0, G] is the interaction part of the classical Lagrangian plus the 
summ of all 2PI skeleton vacuum diagrams4 (no external lines), with all full propagator 
lines.. Taking the functional derivative we find 

Wee identify the self-energy defined through 

G-\x.y)G-\x.y) = Gö\x.y) -E(x.y). (8.35) 

too be 

£(...„)) = 2 ^ 24 (8.36) 

Wee need to introduce 

G(x.y)G(x.y) = G>(x.y)6c{t ~ t') + G<(x.y)0c(t' - t). (8.37) 

GG>> (x.y)(x.y) = -iF(x.y)-p(x.y)/2. (8.38) 

G<(x.G<(x. y) = -iF(x. y) + p(x. y)/2. (8.39) 

F(*-V)F(*-V)  = \({é(x).ó{y)}). p(x.y)=i{[ó(x).(t>(y)]). (8.40) 

Thee step functions 9c (t — t') refer to the time label along the contour C. For a real 
&{x).&{x).  F and p are real and have the symmetry properties 

F(x.y)F(x.y) = F(y.x). p(x.y) = -p(y.x). (8.41) 

Thee canonical commutation relations imply 

dtp{x,y)\dtp{x,y)\tt=v=v = -dt>p(x.y)\t=t, =S{x~y). (8.42) 
4Thee diagram does not disconnect upon cutting two propagator lines. 
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Chapterr 8. ^-derivable approximations 

Inn a similar way we can introduce the components of the self-energy. 

E(x.y)E(x.y) = Y>{x.y)Bc{t -t') + Z<(x.y)Oc(t
f -t). (8.43) 

£>(x.. y) = -iEF(jr. y) - Ep(.r. y)/2. (8.44) 

E<(.r.y)) = -lZF(x.y) + Yp(x.y)/2. (8.45) 

EF(.r.y)) = EF(/y..r). Ep(.r.,y) - -Z„(y.x). (8.46) 

Eq.. (8.35) becomes more useful if we multiply it from the right by G(y.z). 

SH*SH* - z) = I dt' j d3y (Go"1 (x. y) G(y. z) - E(:r. y) G(y.z)) . (8.47) 

Thiss determines G(y. z) in a self-consistent way. since the self-energy is itself a func-
tionall  of G. eq. (8.36). Similarly for the mean field. 

0=0=SSH_SSH_iiS^G\_S^G\_ (8.48) 
00(x)00(x) S(j)(x) 

Itt turns out that these equations are explicitly solvable, preserve the properties eq. 
(8.41.. 8.42) at all times and conserve energy for any choice of truncation of $[ó.G]. 
Theyy are our starting point for studying two different scalar field models using two 
differentt expansions of &[ó.  G]. As mentioned the 2PI-<&-derivable approach has been 
mostlyy studied for scalar fields, but also applies to fcrmions and possibly to gauge 
fields,, although it has been shown that general truncations do not preserve gauge 
invariancee [191]. 

8.33 Scalar ó3 and 04 theory, loop expansion 

Wee first study a single real scalar field with è* and ó4 interactions. 

SS = - / d4x  + ^-ó2(x) + ^ö:i(x) + ^ó\x)+ao{x) (8.49) ) 

wheree all the parameters are bare. We will derive the equations for general values 
off  the couplings, although we will concentrate on the case A3 = 0 in the numerical 
simulations. . 

Inn the case A3 = 0 = a we recover a pure 04 theory. It has a "symmetric"' phase for 
(att tree level) /i2 > 0. 0(x) — 0. and a "broken symmetry" phase fi2 < 0. o(x) — v = 
\/6|/i2|/A4.. The mass in the broken phase is given by 

dó dó 
mlmlIokIok = -rrk= v = ^4V2 = 2\fi2\. (8.50) 
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8.3.. Scalar </>3 and (ft4 theory, loop expansion 

Wee will  study equilibration and thermalization in this model when initializing the 
systemm out of equilibrium both in the symmetric and the broken symmetry phase. 
Returningg to the general case of eq. (8.49). we find for the free propagator 

GöGöll(x,y)(x,y) = (-d2
0+d*-v2)64(x-y). .51) ) 

Thee series of vacuum diagrams in a simple loop expansion is 

$[0,G] ] 

++ 12 \ Z7 1 2 ^ ^ 12 ^ ^ 12 W 48^Z7 
(8.52) ) 

wheree we have indicated the order of truncation. Small black dots denote vertices 
(-zA4.. -iX3, —ia respectively), shaded blobs are mean-fields and a line is a full 
propagatorr (iG). Introducing the effective three point coupling. 

Xf{x)Xf{x) = X3 + X4^(x), 3.53) ) 

wee can write down the truncated «^-functional: 

$tr[0,G] ] <fx <fx 

44 J„. 4 ++  I dx dy 

244 6 

<j>(x)iG{x,x)<j>(x)iG{x,x)  —4>2(x)iG(x,x) 

i3A4 4 GG22(x,y)6\x-y) (x,y)6\x-y) 

-\r(x)G-\r(x)Gii(x,y)Xr(y) (x,y)Xr(y) 

488 v yJ 
.54) ) 

i r .2 2 Wee are keeping terms of order A4 ("Hartree" approximation). A3 ' ("Pippi"), A4 

("Sunset")) but neglecting order A ^ ' ^ and higher. By taking the functional deriv-
ativee with respect to G(x, y) we find the equations of motionn for G and <p, and taking 
intoo account that integrations and differentiations are performed along the contour 
Fig.. 8.1. using the form eq. (8.47) and switching to the notation in terms of the real 
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Chapterr 8. <£-derivable approximations 

functionss F and p. we find 

(d(d22-df)F{x.y)=-M-df)F{x.y)=-M22(x)F(x.y) (x)F(x.y) 

-rr ƒ dt" JdzY.p{x.z)F(z.y) 

- JJ dt" JdzZF(x.z)p(z.y). (8.55; 

{d{d22-df)p(x.y)=~M-df)p(x.y)=~M22(x)p(x.y) (x)p(x.y) 

++  f dt" i dzZp(x.z)p(z.y). (8.56) 

(d(d22 - df) 0(x) = - Ml(x) i(x) - (jF(x. X) + a) 

++  f dt" fdzZ0(x.z)0(z), (8.57) 

withh the local part of the self-energy included in the mass 

MM22(x)(x) = p2 + X3ó(x) + ^ {F(x. x) + d2(x)) . (8.58) 

Ml(x)Ml(x) = p2 + ^é(x) +  ̂ (3F(x.x) + ó2(x)) . (8.59) 

andd with the remainder of the self-energies given by5 

EH.r.,)) = A f ( j ^ V - P V 4 ) ( . r . 

++  ^F(F2-3p2/4)(j-.-). (8.60) ^22 o „ 2 -- r 1 r 

6 6 

M - r -- z) = [2Fp ) (x. 

++  ^p(3F2-p2/4)(x.z). (8.61) 

A2 2 

^ )̂)(x.z)^-^p(3F(x.z)^-^p(3F22-p-p22/4)(x.z)./4)(x.z). (8.62) 

Thee expectation value of the energy momentum tensor for the same truncation is 

5Wee use a notation where for instance (2pF)(x. y) = 2p(x. y)F{x. y) etc. 
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8.3.. Scalar 03 and (p4 theory, loop expansion 

[182] ] 

{1™(x)){1™(x)) = 
{dMx)){dMx)) dtdt>F(x,y) 

+ + 

|| Ei(a>(s)) , Y.AAvnx,v) 
x-y x-y 

++ ^ - (F{x.x) + 4>2{x)) + G0{X) 

++  X^{4>3(x) + 3ê(x)F(x,x)) 
0 0 

++ ^ (4>\x) + 6^2(x)F(x,x) + 3F2(x,x)) 

~lf~lfdtdt""  J dz\f(x)\f(z)p{3F2 - p2/4) (z.x) 

-^-  ̂ f dt" jdzpF{F2-p2/A){z,x). 
(8.63) ) 

Althoughh explicitly solvable, the equations of motion are non-local in time, in the 
sensee that each new time step depends on a memory integral stretching all the way 
backk to time zero. In a numerical implementation as the one described below, this 
meanss that "the F's and the p's '" have to be saved all the way back, making solving 
thee equation a very time- and memory-demanding problem. 

Fromm now on we shall consider the system discretized on a space-time lattice with 
spatiall  size L3 = a|raj. In lattice units a = ax = at/dt = 1, we define the fields 
andd parameters on the lattice as <t>\ at = «r<£ —  <P- Ajf1 = ax^3 —*  A3. A4

at = A4 

== {axm)2 -* m\ crlat a.a. We define forward d^0 = (<f>(x + p.) -4>{x))/a^ 
andd backward derivatives &u<t>(x)  = {<p{x)  - <p(x - p))/a^. The action in lattice units 

i s s 

' lat t z> > {dt<t>(x)Y {dt<t>(x)Y E E (dié(x)Y (dié(x)Y 

aa2 2 

22 v 
^  ̂ j.3/ \ ^ 4 , 4/ 00 (X) 0 (X 
66 v ; 24 ^ 

o0{x) o0{x) (8.64) ) 

wheree we have re-used the continuum notation for the lattice quantities. The complete 
derivationn of the equations of motion goes through unchanged. We will specialize to 
aa homogeneous and isotropic system, so that 0{x) = 0(t). G(x.y) = G{t. f ' . x - y ) . 
Thiss translates to symmetry properties of our basic variables F, p, £ F and Sp. The 
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-0.05JJ J 
11 1 
11 1 
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Figuree 8.2: Left: The mean field in the Hartree approximation, when started away 
fromm its minimum. When we do not include a mass counter-term (clashed) and when 
wee do (eq. (8.70)) (full). Right: The mean field evolution in the case of A3  ̂ 0 in the 
Hartreee approximation. The dashed line is before performing the renormalization eq. 
(8.75).. full line is after. 

latticee equations of motion are then: 

ddttd'd'ttF{t,t',x)F{t,t',x) =did'jF(t.t'.x) - M2{t.x)F(t.t'.x) 
t t 

++  Y dt^Tzp(t.t".z)F(t",t.x-
t"=0t"=0  z 

t' t' 

YY dtJ2^F(t,t".z)p(t".t.x-z) 
e"=oo  z 

ddttd'd'ttp(t.t'.p(t.t'.xx)) =dldlP{t.t/.x)-M2(t.x)p(t.t'.x) 

++  Y dtY^Zp(t,t",z)p(t",t,x-z) 
t"=t' t"=t' 

ddttd'd'tt4>{t)4>{t)  = - Ml{t,*)4>{t) 

As s 
tt0)0) + <r) 

t t 

YY dtYzó(t.t".z)\f(t") 

(8.65) ) 

(8.66) ) 

(8.67) ) 
<""  = () z 

withh Ef, Ep and E^ given by identical relations to eqs. (8.60, 8.61. 8.62) with 
x.. z —> x - z. The energy eq. (8.63) is transcribed accordingly to the lattice. 
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8.3.. Scalar <j) 3 and 04 theory, loop expansion 

8.3.11 Renormalization 

Ass was shown in [193, 194, 195, 196], ^-derivable approximations are renormalizable. 
Thee discrete lattice used here provides a regularization of the quantum theory, and 
wee shall not be taking the limit of lattice spacing going to zero. We do however wTant 
too perform renormalization at finite lattice spacing, to make sure that the relevant 
lengthh scales in our simulations {m~ t̂) are (much) larger than the lattice spacing 
a.a. This will ensure that lattice artifacts are small. We wil l return to the action eq. 
(8.64), , 

(d(dtt<P(x)f<P(x)f ^(dMx))2 iA + 8m< 

xx L i 

(A33 + ÖA3) 3 , . (A4 + <5A4) 4 . , . 
-- -4> {x) - ^~^rA <P {x) - (cr + 6<r)(f>{x) (8.68) ) 

wheree we have replaced the bare parameters by the sum of a renormalized parameter 
pluss a counter-term to be determined. We will perform a one loop renormalization 
onlyy in terms of a mass {5m?) and a linear (Sa) counter-term. A complete renor-
malizationn treatment also includes coupling (and wave-function) renormalization, but 
wee find that those effects are very small (at the percent level), and therefore neglect 
them;; 6X4 = 6X3 — 0. 

Thee effective mass is the bare mass in the equation of motion plus contributions from 
thee self-energy, (where for the moment, a vertex is just A3;4) 

22 ~-2 '1-°- +lO +(lO-)-  (8-69) " W = MM + 2 • 2 - ' V6 

InIn a one-loop renormalization the bare mass fj2 (in lattice units) should therefore be 
chosenchosen to be: 

AA A2 

lili 22 = ra2
n + 5m2 = mfn - y c i ( m i n ) - y c 2 ( m m ) , (8.70) 

(givenn mm) to have mout ^ mul < a"1 in the vacuum. On a lattice with nl sites we 
have: : 

C I M = 4 E ^ T ^ ''  (8-71) 

2(m)) = - ^ 7 ,, \ NX,, (8.72) C2 C2 

wheree the first term comes from the Hartree diagram and the second is the contri
butionn from the Pippi diagram when we take external momenta to be zero. On the 
lattice, , 

^ ( m ) = m 22 + ft,2at, kf&t  = £ ( 2 - 2cos(fci)) (8.73) 
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Noticee that the mass in the loop in taken to be the renormalized one. mi n . We could 
havee chosen to include the contribution from the sunset diagram as well, even though 
itt is higher order. In practice it is a small correction. 

Classically,, we can get rid of a linear term in the action by a field redefinition. 0 = 0 
iss then a solution to the classical equations of motion. We wil l choose the linear 
counter- termm in such a way that o = 0 is a solution to the "quantum" equations of 
mot ionn in the vacuum, when the renormalized linear coupling vanishes, a = 0. The 
equat ionn for the stat ionary mean field reads: 

00 = ( V + ^F(t. t. ())) Ö + ^ o 3 + ^ o 2 + (^F(t. t.0) + ö + öa) (8.74) 

whichh has the solution <p = 0 for a - 0 if we choose 

S(TS(T = ~~F(t.tA)). (8.75) 

Inn the symmetric phase vacuum, a very good approximation is to set F{t.f.0) — 
ci(rnci(rn[n[n).). Our renormalization procedure is therefore the choice of (.i2 from eq. (8.70) 
andd a = da = -^fc\ (nini). which enter in the equations of motion eqs. (8.65). (8.66). 
(8.C7)) and the energy functional eq. (8.63). We shall always keep a = 0. 
Thiss renormalization wil l be sufficient for our purpose, making the output effective 
masss mo ut very close to the input mass mi n . This is i l lustrated in Fig. 8.2 (left) 
wheree we show the behavior of the mean-field which has been shifted initiall y from 
it ss equil ibrium value at zero. We use Hartree dynamics only. The black line shows 
thee evolution without renormalizing (yu2 = mfn). and the mass of the oscillations is 
indeed d 

n i o utt = 1.10 mi n ~ Wm2
n + Cl(m.m) = 0.77.... (8.76) 

wi t hh A4 = 1. m-m = 0.7 and c i (mi n ) = 0.212.... The grey line is after including 
thee counter-term, where we find mout = mi n within one percent. Similarly. Fig. 8.2 
(right)) shows the mean field before (black) and after (grey) we introduce the linear 
counter-term.. Because the renormalization is not exact, the mean field is small but 
non-zero. . 

Ass mentioned above, the case A3 = 0 corresponds to a pure p4 model. It has a 
symmetr icc phase m'fn > 0 in which we apply the renormalization scheme above. In 
thee broken phase m'fn < 0. we renormalize in a similar way by choosing the bare mass 
parameterr according to eqs. (8.70). (8.71) and (8.73). except that the mass running 
inn the loop in (8.73) is set to be the broken phase mass mb r ok = y/2\ïn-m\. Also, the 
threee point coupling in (8.70) is replaced by 

A33 - Xf = \4v. (8.77) 

(seee eq. (8.53)). with 

/ 6 | m ?| | 
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— || i 

Thermal l 

n.. =BE(T=1). 

Figuree 8.3: The different choices of nk + 1/2 for the initial conditions: Thermal, 
"vacuum",, Tsunami (/cmin = 1, A:max = \/3) and Step (fcmax = \/2). 

Sincee X-i = 0. the linear counter-term 5a is zero. 

8.3.22 Initia l conditions 

Thee initial condition is formally encoded in the matrix elements of the density operator 
att time zero in eq. (8.13). The assumption of the density operator being Gaussian 
iss equivalent to saying that the initial state can be described completely in terms of 
one-- and two-point functions [197]. Consequently, an initial condition is a choice of 
initiall  F's, p's and 4>. We will need to specify 

i({0(O,x),0(O,O)}}}  = F ( M ' , x ) |t = t , = 0 

i({^(0,x),7r(0,0)}>> = dtF(i,r.', X)) t=t '=0 , 

-({7r(0,x),7r(0,O)})) = dtdt,-F(t.,t/,x)|t=t'=o, 

inn addition to: 

</>(0,x),c/>(0,x ) ) p(0.0,x)) = 0. 

i([f(0,x),^(0,0)])) = dtp(t,t',x)t=t>=o = 5x,o-

(8.79) ) 

(8.80) ) 

(8.81) ) 

(8.82) ) 

(8.83) ) 

(8.84) ) 
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wheree we use that for a homogeneous system G(x.y) = G(t.t'.x-y). This also 
allowss us to go to momentum space and define6 

i< {o k (0 ) .o_k (0 ) |)) =F(().0.k) = ""nt + * /2. (8.85) 

i<{7rk(0J.Ó-k(0)})) =dtF(t.t'.k)\t= r=0 = nf\ (8.86) 

^({^(0)^-km\)^({^(0)^-km\) =dtOt'F(t.t,.k)\t=r=0  = (n^x +1/2)^. (8.87) 

givenn a choice of "occupation number distribution" n">h and "dispersion relation" 
*j"*j" ntnt.. We will specialize to the case n£Mt = 0. noting that in equilibrium this correlator 
iss indeed zero We consider two options for the mean field: 

•• Symmetric phase (mfn > 0): o= 0 + or. 

•• Broken phase1 (mfu < 0): o = v + Sv. 

withh v given by eq. (8.78). Adding an initial displacement 6v allows us to study 
thee relaxation of the mean-field to its equilibrium value. In either phase we will be 
concernedd with different initial F'a and p's (Fig. 8.3): 

•• Thermal: //J!"1 = (exp {u;^[t/Tinit) - l ) " 1 for some temperature T]mt. 

•• "Vacuum": iif lt = 0 for all k. 

•• Tsunami: «J!111 = 0 for all but a range of |A-|. kmm < |k| < km:ix which are given 
somee non-zero value. 

•• Step: A Tsunami with knun = 0. 

Thee quotation marks around ••vacuum"' represent that although it is a zero temperat
uree Bose-Einstein. the choice of the input mass may not be the equilibrium one. and 
soo the initial condition may not describe the exact ground state of the system. We 
shalll refer to it as a vacuum or Tinit = 0 initial condition. In all cases 

-•A2'""11 = '»?„it + *it = ™L + Y, (2 " 2C0S (*')) • f8"88) 

Inn the symmetric phase we choose the initial condition mass to be m init = mm (section 
8.3.1).. In the broken phase. millit = mbrok = \/2\m[n\. As a result of our choice of 
renormalization.. the dynamical masses should be very close to these input masses at 
zeroo temperature, but for a general finite energy initial conditions, the effective mass 
willl change in time. In particular, our zero temperature input for the vev eq. (8.78). 
willl not be correct at finite temperature, and we expect the mean field to eventually 
settlee in the correct minimum of the effective potential. 

6Wee use the same notation in momentum and position space F( r . f ' .k ) <— F(t. i ' . x ) . They are 
relatedd through F(t.t'.k) = j - £ x F(t. / ' . x ) e - ' k x . F(t, t'. x) = £ k F(t. t', k ) p ' k x . We don"t expect 
thiss to lead to any confusion. 
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8.3.33 Observables 

Wee follow the evolution of o. F(t.t.x = 0) and the energy eq. (8.63) in time, and 
calculatee occupation numbers nk and frequencies jjk through the inverted version of 
eq.. (8.85). 

nnkk + 1/2 = cfc yJdtdvF{tJ'.M)\t=vF{t,t,\i). (8.89) 

uukk = y/dtdt>F(t,t',k)\t=tl /F{t,t,k). (8.90) 

Thee prefactor ck = (I - ^-kf^)1^2 corrects for lattice artefacts associated with the 
timee discretization ([198], eq. (2.92)). The quantities nk and u)k coincide with the 
truee particle occupation numbers and frequencies when applied to a free field in equi-
librium,, and have proven to be very useful out-of-equilibrium in interacting theories as 
welll  [199, 200]. When seen to behave reasonably, we can fit to a massive quasi-particle 
dispersionn relation 

u;u;22
kk = a(rn2

out + klt) (8.91) 

andd a thermal Bose-Einstein distribution 

Thiss allows us to extract an effective mass moui, an effective temperature T and a 
chemicall  potential7 /ichem< in a way similar to what was done for a classical system 
inn chapter 6. One difference is that in the quantum system the Bose-Einstein form is 
expectedd to be more than just an approximation, a can be thought of as a measure 
off  the "speed of light" (squared) on the lattice and is very close to one. Using the 
latticee &fat (eq. (8.73)) rather than the continuum one takes care of most of the lattice 
artifactss present. 

Wee also compute the self-energies Y,F(t, t', k) and Ep(f. t'. k). which can be compared 
withh perturbative estimates. For long runs, finite computer memory requires us to 
''cutt off" the self-energy memory kernel, and the size of the self-energies will help us 
determinee whether we have cut off late enough that the discarded memory is negligible 
forr the dynamics. A too early cut-off also shows up as a non-conservation of energy. 
InIn all the runs presented here, the energy is conserved to within two percent. At early 
timess the fluctuations are due to time discretization errors. At very late times, the 
effectt of cutting of the memory kernel can add up to a very slow drift in the energy, but 
stilll  within the two percent band. When keeping the whole kernel (say. for lattices of 
smallerr spatial extend) there is no such drift, and we have checked that later cut-offs 
makee the drift smaller. Our choices of memory cut-offs reflect a compromise between 
exactt energy conservation, lattice sizes, computer memory and especially CPU time, 
andd the wish to study long time evolution. Notice that for a cut off at mint = 28 
errorss accumulate to show up as a drift of 1 percent at times as long as rri int ~ 2000. 

'Nott to bo confused with the mass parameter ji  occurring in the equation of motion and the 
action. . 
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Figuree 8.4: The evolution of the occupation numbers nk vs u>k in the Hartree (black) 
andd sunset (grey) approximation respectively, starting from a Tsunami initial state. 

8.3.44 Symmetric phase, approach to equilibriu m 

Wee perform simulations on n:J = 163 lattices with amln = 0.7, at/a = dt = 0.1. 
A44 = 6. A3 = 0. and we cut off the memory kernel at m-mt = 28. which we made sure 
wass sufficiently late. We will start off with the mean field at zero. With no three 
pointt coupling it wil l then stay zero. Al l quantities shown are in lattice units, except 
forr time, which is in units of the input mass m n̂ . 

Wee can study the approach to equilibrium by starting in an out-of-equilibrium state 
andd follow the evolution of the occupation numbers nk vs ojk and the dispersion 
relationn uif, vs k2. Fig. 8.4 shows the evolution of n*. vs u>k in time using Hartree 
(black)) and sunset (grey) dynamics respectively, when starting from a Tsunami initial 
state88 (fcmin = 1, ^max = V^ ami height nk = 2. see Fig. 8.3). In the Hartree 
approximation,, the occupation numbers do not equilibrate at all. Including the sunset 
diagram,, equilibration takes place and the distribution function approaches a thermal 
form. . 

8Onee may worry that the modes |k| > 1 suffer from lattice artifacts, and should therefore be 
consideredd unreliable to represent the continuum behavior. Consequently the Tsunami should be 
locatedd at smaller value of |k|. We wil l see that lattice artifacts are very mild when studied in terms 
off  the lattice k? , and we see no problem with this choice of initialization. 
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Figuree 8.5: Dispersion relation {uf. vs k2) s tart ing from a vacuum, thermal (Xjnjt = 1) 
andd Tsunami initial condition (top to bot tom) . Including sunset diagram. 

Fig.. 8.5 shows the evolution of the dispersion relation for initial vacuum, thermal and 
Tsunamii state (in order of growing energy density) when including the sunset diagram. 
Thee effect of the sunset is to smear the initial oscillatory behavior into a quasi-particle 
dispersionn relation with an effective mass. We see tha t there is some difference in 
thee t ime scales of equilibration, which is faster with larger energy density. It was 
remarkedd already in [183] (1+1 dimensions) and later [187] (2+1 dimensions) that 
thee final distribution of n  ̂ depend only on the energy density (at a given coupling). 
Thiss should of course be the case if the limit distribution is a Bose-Einstein with zero 
chemicall potential, characterized by just one parameter, the temperature . In 3+1 
dimensionss this is also the case as can be seen in Fig. 8.6 (see also [159]). It shows 
thee evolution of individual modes when start ing from a Tsunami and a Step with 
equall energy. For each mode we can see an asymptotic approach to a final value. 

Att time m\nt = 500, the dispersion relation has semi-equilibrated, Fig. 8.7 (right). 
Fig.. 8.7 (left) shows ln( l + 1/rifc) at this time for a thermal (T;nit = 1), a Tsunami, 
aa step with the same energy as the Tsunami and another thermal (Xjnjt = 2 ) . In 
thee thermal (Tin;t = 1) case we have fairly low energy density, and the occupation 
numberss still have a long way to go before returning to a Bose-Einstein distribution. 
Wee again see that the two initial conditions with the same energy are closely similar, 
andd the higher tempera ture (Tm\t = 2) case has already equilibrated. So except for 
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Figuree 8.6: Evolution of individual modes for a Tsunami (black) and a Step (grey) 
initiall  condition with the same energy. 
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Figuree 8.7: Left: The occupation numbers ln(l+l/nfc) at intermediate times (mm\tt — 
500).. For initial thermal (T = 1 and T = 2). and for a Tsunami and a Step with 
thee same energy density. Right: The dispersion relation for the same four cases in 
thee low momentum region. The slopes are close to 1. The intercepts are the effective 
massess squared, which we see are ordered according to energy. The arrow shows the 
inputt zero temperature mass squared (mfn = 0.72). 

thee (Tinit = f) case, we have achieved approximate kinetic equilibration at this time. 

Fittingg with a straight line (eq. (8.92)) to the Tsunami curve, we find: 

TT  ̂ Mchci 

m i , ,, ' " i n 
1.0. . (8.93) ) 

Wee have a sizeable chemical potential. Since there are no conserved charges present. 
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Figuree 8.8: Left: Occupation numbers In (1 + 1/rife) for long times (mmt = 3000), 
startingg from a Tsunami and a Step with the same energy. The two curves are almost 
exactlyy superposed. Right: The dispersion relation is stable. 

5000 1000 15000 2000 2500 3000 
mt t 

Figuree 8.9: Results from fitting a Bose-Einstein distribution to the occupation num-
berss at late times, for the Tsunami initial condition. Effective temperature and chem-
icall  potential are in units of the input mass mln. 

wee expect chemical equilibration to take place, apparently over a much longer time-
scale.. Fig. 8.8 shows ln(l + 1/rifc) (left) and u\ (right) for a run lasting until mmt = 
3000,, for the Tsunami and the Step, with the same energy. The dispersion relation 
iss stable, and we find 

0.83. . 1.00,, (Tsunami and Step). .94) ) 
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Figuree 8.10: Left: Evolution of the mean field in the case of a Xjnit = 0.1. 2 thermal 
initiall  state. A4 = G. Right: Damping rate as a function of temperature and coupling. 
Insertedd is the mass in the oscillations. mosc, vs A4T2. 

Wee can estimate the thermal mass (in the continuum) at one loop order: 

mm22{T) {T) mtmt + 
A4r

2 2 

d.v d.v V^ V^ (mm/T)2 2 

'm'minin/T /T expp (x) — 1 
(8.95) ) 

Att mint = 3000, T ~ 0.79. giving an estimate of m(T) = 0.75, which is somewhat off. 
However,, including the chemical potential and iterating the equation by re-inserting 
thee m2(T) in the integral gives m(T) = 0.835. In terms of the mass, the sunset 
diagramm does not seem to contribute much. 

Thee occupation numbers move very slowly towards smaller chemical potential. We 
cann fit at different times and plot the chemical potential and temperature in time 
(Fig.. 8.9). We see that after some moving about, the chemical potential settles down 
too a steady decrease, and the temperature to a steady growth. This is not unnatural, 
givenn that the energy. 

k k 
u)u)kk exp 

f^k f^k Mchei i 

T T 
(8.96) ) 

iss constant. Extrapolating linearly we find that the chemical potential should reach 
zeroo at a time of about mmt = 30000. We do however expect a linear extrapolation 
too become unreliable as the chemical potential approaches zero, where the curve may 
bee closer to an exponential. A similar argument applies to the effective temperature. 
Wee conclude that chemical equilibration is taking place in the sunset approximation. 

8.3.55 Symmetric phase, mean field damping 

Wee can also study the response of small fluctuations at finite temperature. Using 
aa thermal initial condition, we initialize the mean-field away from its equilibrium 
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positionn at zero, with 

Öinitt = 0 + Jr. Sv = 0.l. (8.97) 

Wee expect the mean-field to perform damped oscillations 

0{t)0{t) = öinit e " r t cos(mosc 0- (8.98) 

withh some damping rate T — T(T. A4) depending on the temperature and the coupling. 

Fig.. 8.10 (left) shows the evolution in time of the mean-field starting from a Tinj t = 
0,1,, 2 thermal initial state, respectively. An overlaid fit (eq. (8.98)) is hardly discern-
ible.. For Tjnit — 0 there is a small but nonzero damping. We also vary the coupling 
A4.. For high temperatures, we expect the sunset diagram to induce a damping rate. 

—— = c^rr  (8-99 

m i nn 2567T2 mo s cm i n 

withh c ~ 0.57 [201]. In Fig. 8.10 (right) we plot the damping rate against XlT?nit/mosc. 
Itt can be nicely fitted to a straight line, giving: 

TTJ?lM.J?lM. = (0A7 + 0 . 2 5 ^ ^ x It)" 3 (8.100) 
mi nn \ ™osc™m J 

Fromm eq. (8.99) the slope is predicted to be 0.23 x 10 3, in nice agreement with our 
numericall  findings. In the inset, we see that the mass does not simply follow a oc A4T2 

behaviorr as one would expect for high temperatures. We checked that mosc ~ mout 

ass determined from the dispersion relation. 

8.3.66 Broken phase: Pippi vs Sunset 

Wee perform a similar study in the broken phase <t>  — v (eq. (8.78)). Because of the 
non-zeroo mean field, we have an effective three point coupling 

A ff  = A 4 t ' = ^ 6 ^ 41 A4. (8.101) 

Thiss allows us to study the effect of the Pippi diagram on the dynamics. 

Inn order to be deep enough in the broken phase and have a three point coupling which 
iss not too large, we need to use a smaller A4 than in the symmetric phase. This means 
thatt thermalization times are longer, and the memory also should be cut off at longer 
times.. As a result, we report here on work in progress, for which the very long time 
resultss have yet to come in. 

Wee initialize the system with a Tsunami initial condition, again with n3. = 163. at/a — 
dtdt = 0.1. with a smaller coupling A4 = 1 —> A^ ~ 1.7 and the self-energy memory 
kernell  cut off at mmitt = 56. WTe initialize the mean field in the zero temperature 
minimumm eq. (8.78). This is not the equilibrium finite temperature value, since 
thermall  fluctuations will change the effective mass as well as the effective vev. Fig. 
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Figuree 8.11: Evolution of the mean field in the broken phase using the Pippi (black) 
andd sunset (grey) approximation. 

8.111 shows the evolution of the mean field when using the Pippi diagram and sunset9, 
respectively.. The Hartree provides no damping and we do not show it. Perturbatively, 
thee Pippi diagram should also not give damping (see for instance [182]), so we see 
heree the effect of having resummations included in the dynamics. In Fig. 8.12 we 
showw the time evolution of the dispersion relation with (from top to bottom) sunset. 
Pippii  and Hartree. Hartree provides no equilibration. Both sunset and Pippi lead to 
equilibration,, although on different time scales: including the sunset is faster, but not 
byy a large factor as might have been expected. Indeed, in terms of the occupation 
numbers,, (Fig. 8.13) we see that equilibration is almost as fast for the Pippi alone as 
whenn including the sunset. 

8.3.77 Break-down of loop expansion 

Althoughh the equations of motion derived from any truncation are self-consistent and 
conservee energy, this does not necessarily mean that they are a good approximation 
too the full quantum dynamics, if we do not take terms in the expansion in order of 
"size".. In normal perturbation theory, the expansion in terms of loops and powers of 
thee coupling is (hopefully) asymptotically convergent. In the loop expansion of the 
2PII  effective action adopted here, a given term has an additional factor of the coupling 
(orr couplings) compared to the lower order term. For small coupling the hope is that 
thee expansion is well behaved. This is however only the case if the propagator is also 
formallyy "perturbative" (a polynomial in the coupling). Since adding a loop means 
addingg at least one propagator, if the propagator is non-perturbatively large oc 1/A. 
thee loop expansion of the 2PI effective action may break down. In practice it even 

9Whichh includes the Pippi diagram. 
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Figuree 8.12: The dispersion relation for sunset, Pippi and Hartree (top to bottom), 
startingg from a Tsunami. Broken phase. 

turnss out that solving the equations at the order of truncation used above, for a large 
couplingg and/or large occupation numbers often results in numerical instabilities. In 
thee cases we have studied so far, temperatures have been fairly low and we have not 
pushedd the coupling higher than was safe. Below we will be interested in tachyonic 
preheating,, which generically has very large occupation numbers, and the loop ex
pansionn may be inadequate. We find that this is indeed the case for the truncation 
usedd above. 

AA solution is to resum the expansion of the 2PI effective action, and organize the 
seriess not in powers of the coupling A but introducing another small quantity, 1/iV, 
withh N the number of fields. The action of the O(N) model is 

S S J J dd44x x M^ÉpMM^ÉpM + flMx)Mx) + A . {Mx)Mx)f 
(8.102) ) 

aa = 1, • • • , N, summation implied, with the vertex 

SabcdSabcd = ~ilT7j{5abÖcd + ÖacÖbd + 5adSbc)-

correspondingg to three "channels" joining "color" labels of the incoming propagators. 

.103) ) 
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Figuree 8.13: Evolution of ln(l + l/nk) vs. u>k for sunset. Pippi and Hartree (top to 
bottom),, starting from a Tsunami. Broken phase. 

Thee result is that for instance the two loop diagram now comes in two versions 
(suppressingg for now space-time indices) 

-iX -iX 
37V V 

-/A A 
37V V 

// J iGabiGcdöabÖcd, 

abed abed 

2_^2_  ̂ iGabiGcd(SacShd + SadSb .104) ) 
abed abed 

Assumingg Gab = G6ab we find that the first diagram is 0{N) (leading order. LO) and 
thee other 0(1) (next-to-leading order. NLO): determined by how the propagators are 
connectedd by the vertex (denoted by littl e lines along the "flow of color"). So the LO 
contributionn to the $ functional is 

<1> > LO LO '67V V //
 dAx 5Z iG<™(X'  X) ^2 lGbb{x, X). .105) ) 

Similarlyy for the series of loop diagrams which are formally of the same order in A 
whenn F x. 1/A, one choice of connecting the propagators gives a NLO contribution, 

*NLo[C]]  = j . g 1 + i 
166 \=7 32 *tj7 (8.106) ) 
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anotherr a NNLO contribution and so forth. Below we make use of this l/N expansion 
too NLO. LO is similar to the Hartree truncation above, although the coefficient is 
different,, since the second diagram in (8.104) contributes at NLO. Similarly, the 
NLOO result reduces to the "sunset" case for small couplings, again with a different 
coefficient. . 

Thee series (8.106) can be summed to give [185]: 

<3>NLOO = ^fdixln[B(G)](x,x), (8.107) 

with h 

B(x,B(x, y) = 5\x -y) + f^Gab{x, y)Gab(x. y) = S4(x - y ) - \ ' Y j V ' ^A0^ 

aa bubble including only one vertex (black dot, factor of X/3N). Since we will  be 
takingg the functional derivative ölnB/6G, we will  need its inverse, 

B~\x.B~\x. y) = 54{x -y)-i I(x, y). (8.109) 

wheree I(x, y) obeys the equation 

I(x,y)+i^I(x,y)+i^ fdizI(x,z)Gcd(z,y)Gcd(z,y) = ^Gab(x,y)Gab(x,y), (8.110) 

Wee can think of the object / as representing the infinite "bubble" sum. Pictorially, 

^^ = ' X E Ï X I + X [ ! X L ^ + I X [ ] ) C ] X L ] X I + - - (8 1 U) 

Noticee that all these bubbles have contractions of "color" labels in a particular way, 
withh just one of the channels for every vertex. For every vertex we replace by another 
channel,, the diagram becomes one order higher in l/N. For details see [185] and for 
thee relation to 4PI effective actions and the Schwinger-Dyson expansion, see [182]. 
I(x,y)I(x,y) (but not B(x,y)) wil l occur in the equations of motion below (eq. (8.125, 
8.1311 8.132)). where it is split into a IF and Ip in a way similar to eq. (8.43). 

8.44 Tachyonic preheating 

Wee will now study the process of tachyonic preheating using ^-derived equations of 
motion.. Tachyonic preheating is expected to take place if inflation is followed by 
symmetry-breaking,, such as a cold electroweak transition. As described in chapters 
4.. 5 such a transition may have supplied the out of equilibrium conditions necessary 
forr baryogenesis in the Early Universe [3, 4, 26, 81, 142]. The processes responsible 
forr baryon number violation are expected to be dominated by the low-momentum 
modess of the gauge fields. These were treated classically in 4. 5. In the following we 
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wil ll  study whether the classical approximation reproduces the particle distributions 
off  the quantum theory, both for short times (the tachyonic transition) and for longer 
timess (equilibration). 

Wee study an 0(4) model of real scalar fields to mimic the complex Higgs doublet of 
thee SM. There is. however, a significant difference in that once we are in the broken 
phasee minimum of the pure scalar 0(4) model, the dominant fluctuations will be 
thosee of the massless Goldstone modes. In the SM these are transformed into the 
longitudinall  modes of the massive gauge bosons. For this reason the present study is 
perhapss more directly applicable to models of pions and disoriented chiral condensates 
thann to Higgs symmetry breaking. We will perform classical simulations in the same 
modell  and the comparison will provide information on the range of validity of the 
classicall  approximation. 

8.4.11 The spinodal transition 

Ass we have seen in section 8.3.7. the loop expansion of section 8.3 generally is expected 
too break down for large (oc 1/A) occupation numbers. This is precisely what is 
generatedd in tachyonic preheating. We will derive the equations of motion of a O(N) 
modell  of N equivalent fields, using an expansion of the functional <£>[o. G] in orders of 
1/A""  to XLO as described in section 8.3.7 (see also [185. 182]). In our case where we 
aree thinking of the Standard Model Higgs field and/or pion phvsics. we will afterwards 
sett A' = 4. 

Thee scalar 0(N) model has the (lattice) action 

(8.112) ) 

withh a — !.••• .N. In infinite volume, we expect symmetry breaking to occur if 
//22 < 0 (at tree level), where one of the field components (say the N'th). acquires a 
nonn zero vev given by solving the equation 

/x22 + —0b<^)<£« = 0. (8.113) 

,'6AM/z2|| -
0a0a = '• = y — \ d s - a - (8.114) 

Forr a system in a finite volume a zero mean field will stay zero when evolved using 
O(N)O(N) symmetry preserving equations of motion. We will study tachyonic preheating 
onn the lattice while keeping the mean field zero 

(pa(pa = 0. a=l.--,N. (8.115) 
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Imposingg O(N) symmetry the correlators are given by 

(T(TCC0a{x)0b(y))0a{x)0b(y)) = iGab(x.y) = iSabG(x.y) 5.116) ) 

Wee still expect a "broken symmetry phase" with two dynamical masses, one pion 
(orr Goldstone) mass which should be zero10 and one larger mass associated with the 
radiall (a or Higgs) mode. In the 1/N expansion where we impose eq. (8.116), the 
propagatorr G wil l tu rn out to be the pion propagator, since the N - 1 massless modes 
wil ll  dominate the single a mode. It is expected to have the simple approximate form: 

G , r ~ , ,, , f o- » ^ - 0 - (8-117) 
kk2 2 ,22 ' 

Thee spinodal instability occurs when the coefficient of the quadratic term in the 
potentiall  flips sign. Going to the limi t where the fli p happens infinitely fast (a quench) 
wee model it by11 

fifi 22(t(t < 0) = |TT4 |. fi
2(t > 0) = - ]m?n |. (8.118) 

Modess with \k\ <  |mi n | wil l grow exponentially as 

nnkk*exp(2^\m*exp(2^\m22
nn\~k\~k22t).t). (8.119) 

Ass explained in chapter 4, we assume that the initial state of the system is the 
vacuumm of the quadrat ic potential just before the fli p (eq. 8.118). We can then solve 
forr the evolution of the (<^k0-k)- (^k^-k) and (7rk^-k) correlators in the quadratic 
approximationn (A = 0). The result is reproduced here for convenience (eqs. (4.18. 
4.20)). . 

C^{t)C^{t) =  (0kW-k(*)>vac = 

M M 
ii  + 

. - 22 r 

"(*) ) 

Cf(f) Cf(f) 

(7rk ( ï )7T_k ( i ) ) v acc = - ^ r 
Zu}Zu}k k 

{<M*)7T-k(*)}va cc = 

11 + 

 , + 2 

^ 22 - l ) s i n 2 ( o ; - t ) 

,, ,+2 
^k^k  1 
- ^ 22 - 1 

^k ^k 

COSS (iü,,t) 

AA < + 

,+2 2 
uuk k 

-2 -2 
"k "k 

11 sin(2i -«)) + ,. 

(8.120) ) 

(8.121) ) 

(8.122) ) 

wit hh tof — i n |2 + k2. The derived occupation numbers nk and frequencies u)k 

are e 

nnkk +1/2 = \Jcrctó. -*  = \fcrjcf- (8.123) ) 

Wee wil l use these for comparison at early times. As the nk grow, eventually the back-
reactionn from the quartic term wil l become important and the evolution wil l deviate 
fromm the quadrat ic approximation. This happens around the time when 

AA " G(x.x)~\ti
2\/\. 

6 6 I/' ' (8.124) ) 

10Closee to zero in finite volume. 
111 We are still at tree level, n — m-ni. We wil l treat the necessary renormalization below. 
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8.4.22 2PI-1/Ar expansion and equations of motion 

Thee 1/AT expansion of the ®[o.G] functional was described in section 8.3.7. We trun-
catee at NLO. and proceeding as in section 8.3 we find the analogue of eqs. (8.65.8.66). 

ddttd'd'ttF{LF{L  t'. x) = did'tF{t. t\ x) - M2(t)F(t. t'. x) 
t t 

++  Y, <lt^2Y,p(t.t".z)F(t".t.x-z) 

with h 

t"=0 t"=0 

t' t' 

~~ E dtYl^F(t.t".z)P(t".t.x~z) 
t"=0 t"=0 

ddttO'O'ttp{t.t'.x)p{t.t'.x) =did'ip{t.t,.x) - M2(t)p(t.tf,x) 
t t 

++ E <itY,Ep(t-t"-zW'-t'x-ï 
t"=f t"=f 

MM22(t)=v(t)=v22

6A" " 
A A 

ZZFF(t.t".z)=~(t.t".z)=~ (FIF-pIp/A)(t.t".z). 

pp + pIF)(t.t".z). 

Thee functions IF and Ip are the "resunimed bubbles" (eq. (8.110)) 

(8.125) ) 

(8.126) ) 

(8.127) ) 

(8.128) ) 

(8.129) ) 

(8.130) ) 

IIFF(t.t'.(t.t'.XX)=-(F)=-(F 22-p-p22/4)(t.t>.x) /4)(t.t>.x) 

dtX dtX 
++ ^ T - £ £ / F ( f . f " . z ) ( * » ( f " . f ' . x - z ; 

3 3 

dtX dtX 
~6~ ~ 

t"-Qt"-Q  z 

t' t' 

] T £ / P ( / . ^ Z ) ( F 2 ^ 2 / 4 )) (;''.,'.x-z; 
f""  = 0 z 

II pp(t.t'.x)=-(Fp)(t.t'.x) (t.t'.x)=-(Fp)(t.t'.x) 

dtX dtX 
]TT Y,hAt-t"-z){Fp){t".t'.x-z) 

t"=t't"=t'  z 

(8.i3i; ; 

(8.132) ) 

Thee IF and Ip represent an infinite sum of chainss of bubble diagrams, which are all of 
samee order in 1/7V. Assuming that the particle numbers nk are K 1/A they have same 
orderr in A (see section 8.3.7). During the numerical evolution we have to solve for IF 
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andd lp parallel to solving for F and p. Although eqs. (8.131, 8.132) look implicit, by 
doingg things in the right order and taking advantage of the symmetries 

IIFF{t,{t, t', x) = IF(t', U x), Ip(t. t', x) = -Ip(t'. t. x). Ip(t, U x) = 0, (8.133) 

theyy can be solved explicitly. The energy functional is given by 

++ ^( , ,0 ) + ) 

XdtXdt l 

l2Nl2N E E (2pFIF + (F2-Py4)Ip)(tJ",z). (8.134) 
t"=0t"=0  z 

Wee use the same set of observables as in section 8.3: The equal time equal space 
correlatorr F(£.i,0), the energy as denned in eq. (8.134), the occupation numbers nk 

(orr ln(l + l/n*;) ) and the frequencies uik- The latter two are defined as in eqs. (8.89). 

Renormalization n 

Wee perform the renormalization of the mass in the same way as in section 8.3.1, 
exceptt that in this case we only have to do a mass renormalization by fixing 5m2. 
Withh no mean field and no three-point interaction there is no Pippi diagram. So given 
ann input renormalized mass |min|2 which has a\mm\ < 1, we choose the bare mass 
through: : 

-\fi\-\fi\ 22 = Hmi n |2 - A ^ ^ C l ( m i n ) . (8.135) 

Becausee there is no mean field we also do not need a linear counter-term. 

8.4.33 The classical approximation 

Inn the simulations of chapters 4. 5. 6 we applied the classical approximation, in which 
wee drew a sample of realizations from an ensemble of initial conditions, reproducing 
thee initial quantum correlators12, 

11 u+ 
C ^ ( ii  = 0) = —-+ . CZn{t = 0) = -7r- (8.136) 

2a;++ 2 

onlyy initializing the unstable modes, |k| < min. We evolved the realizations using the 
classicall  equations of motion, and observables were then averaged over the sample, 
givingg an approximation of the quantum observables. 

12Wit hh the added complication of the Gauss constraint. This wil l play no role here. 
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Inn order to study whether this approach is valid, we perform classical simulations 
star t ingg from the same lattice Lagrangian as in the quantum case. eq. (8.112). The 
classicall  equation of motion reads 

d'd'000000ooaa(t.(t. x) = J2 &Aoa (t. x) - mfno„(t.  x) - — ( ^ obob)oa(t. x ). (8.137) 
ii  ' b 

Numericall  calculations use the same lattice sizes and spacings as used for the "quantum 
simulations.. As observables we use the analogue of the quanti ty F(t. t. x - y = 0). 

(e>(f.x)c>(f.x))ciaNN = ( -JT7 ^ o a ( / . x ) ó 0 ( / . x (8.138; ; 

averagedd over the sample, and the energy 

^^  = E £ £ 

+ + 

22 2 2 u a U , 

A A 
2 2 

24A" " 
OOaa{j-)O{j-)Oaa(x) (x) (8.139) ) 

Whenn comparing F(t.t.O) to {o(r.x)<£(*.x)) (.ias we should keep in mind that. 

F( f . f .O)) ~ <G>(f.x)0(r.x))cias + <<?(f.x)0(*.x))vacuum. (8.140) 

Wee should therefore compare 

<<?(*.. x)0(f. x))c l as ~ F(f. r. 0) - n (mi n ) . (8.141) 

wit hh cAiriin) given by eq. (8.71). and where we have inserted win as the mass in the 
loop.. The mass is really t ime dependent, but the ci(m) has a mild dependence on m. 
andd we find the associated error to be small. We calculate occupation numbers and 
frequenciess from the 00 and TTTT correlators in a manner similar to eq. (8.123). 

nnkk = \/<7rk7r-k)<<Z>k<P-k}. Vk = \/{7r k7r_k)/(cpk<p_k). f8.1421 1 

Wee average over k with the same length |k|. This gives better statistics, and since the 
systemm is homogeneous and isotropic as for the quantum case, the correlators should 
onlyy depend on the length of k. 

8.4.44 Early t imes: Tachyonic instabil i ty 

Wee first describe simulations on a lattice with n  ̂ = 323 sites. \anvm\ — 0.7. at/a — 
(It(It  — 0.1. with weak coupling A = 1. The number of fields is N = 4. We start from 
ann initial quantum vacuum state immediately before the quench. 

nnkk + 1/2 = 1/2. u,'i.. = 777 l\+kl\+k 2 2 
l a f f (8.143) ) 
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Figuree 8.14: Occupation numbers (nfc vs fc) for the Hartree case (grey) during tachy-
onicc preheating compared to the quadrat ic approximation, eq. (8.123) (black). The 
individuall  plots represent different times. Notice the logarithmic y-axis. 

wit h h 

k k lat t Z ^ ^ (2 -2cos ( f cl ) ) ! ! 
.144) ) 

andd study the evolution through the tachyonic transit ion, with an instantaneous 
quenchh eq. (8.118). We compare four different approximations: 1) The analytical 
resultt in the quadrat ic approximation (eqs. (8.120), (8.121), (8.122)); 2) homogen-
eouss Hartree1 3; 3) NLO- l /N ; and 4) classical, in which only the unstable modes are 
initialized14.. In the classical case, we average over an ensemble of 400 configurations. 
Forr the NLO case these short times allow us to keep the whole self-energy memory 
kernel. . 

Fig.. 8.14 shows the evolution of the occupation numbers for the Hartree approx-
imationn compared to the quadratic. At early t imes the agreement is perfect but 
eventuallyy back-reactions enter and the spinodal growth is ended. As is well known, 
homogeneouss Hartree does not include scattering, and no energy is re-scattered to 
modess of momentum higher than |k| = |mjn|. 

L3f f N+2 N+2 'Noticee that Hartree is not the same as leading order in l/N. Hartree has the coefficient 6N 

thee effective mass eq. (8.128), whereas LO-l/N has 1/6. We choose to look at Hartree. 
14Laterr on we wil l comment on the case where all modes are initialized. 
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Figuree 8.15: As Fig. 8.14 when including the NLO term. There is scattering into 
higherr momentum modes |k| > \m-m\. 

Fig.. 8.15 compares NLO dynamics to the quadrat ic equations. Again the quadratic 
approximationn works very well initially . As the back-reaction kicks in. scattering 
processess included in the higher loop diagrams allow re-scattering of energy into 
excitationss of higher momentum modes. 

Inn Fig. 8.16 we compare the NLO result to the classical case. In the classical case 
onlyy the unstable modes are initialized, which is why the stable modes are outside the 
picturee initiall y (having n^ = 0). In the quadratic approximation the evolution for 
classicall  modes and quantum mode functions is identical, so we expect the unstable 
modess to also be described by eq. (8.123). This is indeed what we see, and as 
back-reactionss kick in, the stable modes become populated and "hook up" with the 
unstablee ones to reproduce the low-momentum part of the distr ibution of the NLO 
casee very well. I t seems that the evolution of the low-momentum modes is very well 
approximatedd by the classical ensemble. Turning things around, it seems that the full 
dynamicss of the classical evolution is well described by the truncated NLO quantum 
dynamics. . 

Fig.. 8.17 shows the dispersion relation during the transit ion at NLO. The low mo-
men tumm modes are again well approximated by the quadrat ic equations, and although 
thee quant i tat ive agreement is lost for large momentum modes and larger times, the 
quali tat ivee picture is well understood. For the Hartree case the picture is roughly 
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Figuree 8.16: Comparing the classical approximation to the NLO result. Classically, 
onlyy the unstable modes are excited and a continuous function is restored at times 
m-m-mmtt ~ 5. 

thee same at these early times. The averaging in the classical case tends to smear the 
oscillations. . 

Finallyy in Fig. 8.18 we show the evolution of F(t, t, 0) — c\ for the NLO, Hartree and 
classicall  (eq. (8.141)) case respectively. The Hartree result is remarkably lower than 
thee others, while the classical approximation seems to work very well. The Hartree 
beingg lower is a result of the choice of coefficient of the local term, the choice of N. 
Inn the limi t of large N we recover the LO result, which in turn overshoots compared 
too the classical and NLO. 

8.4.55 Intermediate times: equilibration 

Ass interactions become important the spinodal roll-off is ended. Scattering will result 
inn equilibration of the system. For the quantum case, we expect that the inclusion 
off  the NLO diagrams provides scattering and thus equilibration. This has been seen 
inn previous studies in 1 + 1, 2+1 with scalar fields and in 3+1 dimensions including 
fermionss [184, 187, 159, 188] and section 8.3. We expect that the occupation numbers 
convergee to a Bose-Einstein distribution and become stationary there. It is well-
knownn that the homogeneous Hartree approximation does not include scattering, and 
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15 5 

15 5 

15 5 

Figuree 8.17: The dispersion relation (w| vs k2) in the NLO case compared to the 
quadraticc approximation. 

equilibrationn will  not occur. In section 8.3 we have seen that the intermediate kinetic 
equilibrationn has a typical time-scale of mmt ~ 500 for a coupling A4 = 6. Although 
thee expansion used here is different we should not be surprised if the time scales are 
similar.. As opposed to the loop expansion discussed in section 8.3, the equations of 
motionn in the 1/N are not parallelizable in a straightforward way. This puts significant 
boundss on the accessible times. This is even more so because we need fairly large 
latticess to have a reasonable number of unstable (low momentum) modes present in 
thee simulations. 

Oncee equilibration has taken place, we expect to be able to fit the occupation numbers 
byy a Bose-Einstein distribution 

Wfc c 

T T 
A^chc c 

T T 
ln( ll  + l/nfe), .145) ) 

andd a dispersion relation 

:: a(m 2 2 
out t Mat, , .146) ) 

Inn the classical approximation, we expect (after very long times) to recover classical 
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Figuree 8.18: The evolution in time of the equal time correlator F(t, t, 0) — ci(m-m) for 
NLO,, Hartree and classical ( ^ Y.x,a <t>a(x)<j>a(x))  • 

equipartition,, where the occupation numbers are given by, 

Itt was seen in chapter 6 that for intermediate times the low momentum modes could 
bee approximated by a Bose-Einstein distribution allowing us to extract an effective 
temperaturee and chemical potential. 

Wee perform simulations on a n\ = 163 lattice, am-m = 0.7, dt = 0.1, N = 4 and 
largerr coupling A = 6 again with initial conditions in "vacuum" as in the previous 
sectionn eq. (8.143). For classical simulations we average over 1000 realizations, for the 
quantumm NLO case we cut off the memory kernel at 38.5 m"1. We see no problems 
withh energy conservation and we believe this does not affect the evolution much. 
Withh the larger coupling we expect smaller n*, after the transition since it enhances 
thee back-reaction; the spinodal transition does not last as long. So instead of a zero 
modee reaching n0 ~ 1000 we have here only n0 ~ 200. This amply satisfies the 
criterionn for classicality eq. (8.1). 

Fig.. 8.19 shows the evolution of the occupation number at later times. At NLO. 
scatteringg is clearly taking place, and power is being moved towards higher momentum 
modes.. In the Hartree approximation nothing much happens. The classical case also 
re-scatterss and mimics the quantum evolution nicely for the low momentum modes. 
Att these early times it is however not possible to fit a straight line (a Bose-Einstein 
distribution)) to the curve. 

Inn Fig. 8.20 we see the evolution of the dispersion relation. The oscillating behavior 
generatedd during the transition (Fig. 8.17) is washed out by scattering in the NLO 
casee to approach a straight line. At times m-mt = 168, the dispersion relation still has 
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Figuree 8.19: The evolution of In (1 + l/nk) vs. \k\ in time. From top to bottom NLO. 
classicall and Hartree. 

somee curvature. A fit with the form eq. (8.91) in the high momentum range gives 
aa slope of Q ~ 1 but a mout ~ 0.4. while a fit in the low momentum range gives a 
masss close to zero (as would be expected for a Goldstone propagator) but a slope of 
aa = 1.15. As can also be seen by the occupation numbers we are still at early times 
andd far from equilibrium, and we should not be surprised that the linear behavior has 
nott set in. Fits to the classical case gives very similar results. 

8.4.66 Choice of classical initia l conditions 

Ass an aside we comment on the choice of initial conditions for classical simulations 
off tachyonic preheating. Two approaches have been put forward, one in which all 
modess are initialized with the "quantum half" eq. (8.136) [46], the other where only 
thee unstable modes are initialized, as we did in the previous section [202, 126, 142]. 
Itt is clear that initializing all the modes, we risk running into an ultraviolet problem 
inn the naive continuum limit a —> 0. One may worry that the divergent energy sitting 
inn the high momentum modes will flow into the low-momentum range and generate 
aa too high temperature (see [137] for a study with gauge fields). We have seen that 
thermalizationn for scalar fields is rather slow (lasting 1000's in units of rn â), and it 
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8.4.. Tachyonic preheating 

Figuree 8.20: The evolution of the dispersion relation in time for NLO, classical and 
Hartreee (top to bottom). Overlaid a straight line with slope 1 and intercept 0 (free 
masslesss propagator). 

iss possible that the high energy modes never come into play on time-scales relevant to 
numericall  simulations of, for instance, baryogenesis. The important criterion must be 
whichh initialization method reproduces the quantum evolution of the low momentum 
modess best, in terms of occupation numbers and equilibration times. We shall take 
thee NLO case as representing the quantum result. When initializing all modes, the 
quantity y 

A A —=<5^o(i,x)0o(i,x)>, , 
6N 6N 

(8.148) ) 

whichh is the characteristic size of the back reaction term, receives a contribution 
fromm all these modes, compared to when only the unstable modes are initialized. We 
thereforee "renormalize" the mass in a similar way to the quantum cases [40], 

/* * l^2|| = -|™?nitl - A -g^ -c i (mi n i t ) (8.149) ) 

wheree again c\ is given by eqs. (8.71). The result is shown in Fig. (8.21), where 
thee two classical approaches are compared to the NLO quantum case. Just after the 
transitionn (left plot, 323, A = 6) both classical initializations follow the quantum case 
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•• Quantum, NLO 
** Classical, all initialized 
•• Classical, unstable initialized 

ft»-; ft»-; 

""'00 0.5 1.5 2 0 i 2 
kk k 

Figuree 8.21: Comparing the NLO result to the classical with unstable modes and 
alll modes initialized. Left: mmt = 14. just after the tachyonic transition. Right: 
m.\m.\nntt = 168. after some equilibration. 

nicelyy in the low momentum region. For longer time (right plot. 163. A = 6). we see 
thatt both types of initialization approximate the quantum behavior within a factor 
off two. for most of the modes. The very lowest modes are surprisingly off. 

8.55 Conclusion 

Ass investigated in [183. 185. 184. 156. 159. 189. 187. 188]. ^-derivable approximations 
inn terms of the 2PI-effective action seems to be a useful framework for studying out-
of-equilibriumm and equilibration phenomena in quantum field theory. In this chapter 
wee confirm the expectation that including the sunset diagram in a loop expansion 
providess damping and thermalization in the symmetric as well as the broken phase 
off (f)4, theory in 3+1 dimensions. We were able to extract the mean field damping 
ratess in a straightforward way, and establish that not only kinetic but also chemical 
equilibrationn is taking place, the latter at a slower rate. The limit distribution of 
occupationn numbers is a Bose-Einstcin. which means that the limit of large time only 
dependss on the total energy present in the system (at a given coupling). We were 
alsoo able to compare the sunset approximation to the two-loop (in the action, one 
loopp in the self-energy) approximation in the case where there is an effective three 
pointt coupling: in the broken symmetry phase including a mean field. In contrast to 
simplee perturbative estimates [182]. the non-perturbative (resummed. self-consistent) 
equationss provide damping of the mean field as well as equilibration, although on a 
somewhatt longer time scale than when including the sunset. 

Tachyonicc preheating produces large occupation numbers in the low momentum modes, 
whichh are therefore expected to behave classically. We studied this process using an 
expansionn in l/N to NLO which was able to cope with large occupation numbers 
ass well as fairly large coupling. The tachyonic transition is well described by both 
NLOO quantum and classical dynamics, and for longer times equilibration was shown 
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8.5.. Conclusion 

too occur on a fairly large time-scale. 

Itt is perhaps not very surprising that the classical approximation does well during 
thee tachyonic transition, but it is satisfying given that all numerically simulations of 
thee process, including applications to baryogenesis. have used classical equations of 
motionn [41. 136. 40. 126. 147, 203. 81. 142]. What is perhaps more surprising is how 
welll  the NLO quantum approximation agrees with the full classical result. 
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